If the world were the same for everyone, after several dozen generations life
would have become a nightmare for everybody.
So how should we understand the paradoxical statement that the world is not
the same for everyone? We all live in the same world comprised of the material
realization of alternative life lines and yet every person experiences a different
possible alternative.
On the surface of things there are obvious differences in people’s fate. Some are
rich, some are poor; some are successful and some are struggling; some are
lucky and some unlucky.
We all have our own personal reality within the common world we live in. It
seems quite straightforward, just as there are rich and poor neighbourhoods in a
single town. The script, role and the scenery differ in different manifestations of
reality. The difference in scenery is harder to track.
One person looks at the world from the window of their luxurious car whilst
another peeks at it from inside a rubbish container. One person enjoys the party
whilst another is consumed in thought about their problems. One sees a group of
happy youths, another at a gang of hooligans.
They are all looking at the same things but the images they perceive differ as
black and white film differs from colour. Every individual is attuned to their own
sector in the alternatives space and so everyone lives in their own personal
world.
All these worlds exist in layers that converge one on top of the other forming
what we understand to be the space/time we live in. It might be difficult to
imagine but no one layer can be separated from another. Every individual
creates their own reality and that reality intersects and interacts with the rest of
the world around us.
The phenomenon of being drawn further towards the vortex can be described as
an induced transition to a life line where the adherent becomes the victim of a
destructive pendulum.
So the above should make it clear to us that how we perceive and react to the
life line we are manifesting in the present moment will either attract or repel us
from our intended goal.

This is very fundamental to our wellbeing, because if we are not awake/aware
and get pulled/hooked into focusing on not intended or desirable situations we
will nevertheless end up transferring to the proximity of those unwanted life
track and so gaining first-hand experience. Remember Outer Intention does not
recognise the (NO/NOT/DON’T). Focusing or being attracted to something that
creates a feeling-reaction will attract the object focused upon.
That is what Vadim Zeland calls Induced Transition.
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